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ANNOUNCEMENT 
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ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 
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OTHER ACTIVITIES 

Workshops by Compas and Playwright Center at Landmark Center 

Side trips to see-A Touch of the Poet at Park Square Theater 
Blue Sunshine at Actor's Theater 
St. Paul Suite by the North American History Theater 
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Call for Papers for the Minnesota English Journal 

For the Fall 1988 and Winter-Spring 1988-89 issues. 

We encourage articles on a wide variety of topics of interest to the English profession 
in Minnesota. Here are some suggested topics -

1. Teaching strategies/ classroom 11. Non-fiction literature 
activities 12. Professional issues 

2. Rhetoric/ teaching composition 13. Writing-across-the-curriculum 
3. Language issues (particularly descriptions of pro-

4. Literary theory grams) 

5. Composition research 14. Canadian literature for American 

6. Literary criticism/ analysis with an students 

awareness of teaching 15. Bibliographies relating to the pre-

7. Censorship issues vious topics 

8. Teaching critical thinking 16. Reviews of current books 

9. Discussions of unique courses or 17. Children's literature 

programs in English/language arts 18. American literature 

10. Reading - research and pedagogy 19. British literature 

20. World literature 

21. Literature for young adults 

Deadlines - Fall 1988 - September 15, 1988 
Winter-Spring 1988-89 - December 15, 1988 

We encourage teachers of English/ language arts at all levels to submit their work to 
the Minnesota English Journal for possible publication. See the editorial statement for 
further information. 

Send manuscripts to - Richard Dillman, Editor 
English Department 
St. Cloud State University 
St. Cloud, MN 56301 
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Names and Naming in Alice Walker's 

The Color Purple 

by 
Barbara Olive 
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At the physical center of Alice Walker's The Color Purple is the story of Mary Agnus, 
who very quickly, over several chapters, moves through the stages that parallel those 
that the central character, Celie, moves through in more depth of detail, from the 
beginning to the end of the novel. Mary Agnus, or "Squeak;' as she is first called by 
others, is just that: she is what others call her. Celie describes Mary Agnus as Harpo's 
'1ittle yellowish girlfriend;' admitting that Mary Agnus is "like me;' that "she do 
anything Harpo say" (83). Harpo has also named Mary Agnus by giving her the "little 
nickname" of Squeak, a naming that inscribes Mary Agnus' mouse-like status and 
personhood. 

Mary Agnus' sudden transformation occurs after going on a mission to free Sophia 
from jail, a mission she is chosen for by coincidence of her being related to the warden. 
Mary Agnus returns from her mission having been victimized, like Celie; the warden, 
her uncle, rapes her. But she returns to tell her own story. "Shut up, Harpo;' Squeak 
says, when he tries to tell her story for her, 'Tm telling it:' "And she do," Celie reports 
(94). In the same scene, Mary Agnus names herself by standing up and declaring,. "My 
name is Mary Agnus:' Despite, and even through her victimization, Mary Agnus has 
claimed her own power and identity. 

Following upon this claiming of her own power, Mary Agnus begins to sing, first 
Shug's songs and then those she makes up "her own self" (96). Like any change in power 
structure, hearing Mary Agnus' voice, the outward sign of her self-naming, takes 
getting used to by the whole community, and Harpo "don't know what to make of it:' 
But, Celie reports, "then we like it a whole lot;' and Harpo comes to see Mary Agnus as 
having been like an unused gramaphone sitting in a corner "as silent as the grave" that 
has now "come to life" (96). 

Mary Agnus' story illustrates the form of the whole novel, Celie's narrative of 
gaining back power taken from her by her victimization, a story of all victimization 
and oppression. Walker, through her penetrating and rigorous depiction of the social 
order, is naming oppression, revealing its character and its effects on those oppressed. It 
is no accident that the novel begins with the naming of incest, an ultimate form of 
victimization, for in depicting Celie's life, Walker captures a picture of the effects of 
oppression, whatever form it takes, on its victims: victimization isolates and separates, 
both physically and emotionally (Celie is emotionally isolated-and later physically 
separated-from her mother, her siblings, even from herself); the victim often takes on 
the guilt of the victimizer; the victimizing is passed from one oppressor to the next (in 
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Celie's case, as for many incest victims, from the original perpetrator to spouses or 
lovers and even children); the victim develops an extraordinary low self image, an 
image exacerbated by the oppressors, who cultivate the low self esteem in order to 
maintain their control; victims learn to numb themselves through chemicals or emo
tional means (Celie makes herself tree-like in order to survive Pa's and Mr. __ 's 
sexual abuse); their creative potential is cut off (Celie even shuts off her physical 
regenerative processes), as is their relation to the creation (Celie has never noticed a 
flower or anything beautiful); they spend their energy attending to others' needs, often 
not even being aware of their own; and, until they reach a stage of liberation, they are 
often not even consciously aware of their condition, or of their anger. 

Mary Angus' story also points to the importance of names in the novel, names that 
help capture the nature of the oppression and that also imply the means of liberation 
from the oppression. Mary Agnus herself bears a name that points to the need for this 
liberation: Agnus, or lamb, suggests Mary Agnus' role as sacrificial figure (she is chosen 
as the one to go to free Sophia from jail), while Mary implies her role in redemption. 
She redeems Sophia, becoming, through her sacrifice, a vehicle of grace for the 
corn~unity of people to which she belongs. Through declaring her own name, she is 
helping the community declare its own name, and identity, as well: 

They calls me yellow 
like yellow be my name 
they calls me yellow 
like yellow be my name 
But if yellow is a name 
Why ain't black the same 
Well, if I say Hey black girl 
Lord, she try to ruin my game (97). 

The naming of oppression in the novel occurs primarily through the name, "Pa." Not 
given an individual name until near the end of the novel, Celie's "Pa" represents 
oppression in the form of a generalized notion of patriarchy, a system seen not as 
benevolent but as serving its selfish needs through exploiting others. Pa's real name, 
Alphonso, supports this vision of a self-serving system, through its root meanings, 
"adal," signifying nobility, or one who has power through recognition, and "funs," 
meaning ready. Pa is clearly an opportunist, "ready" to marry a half-crazed widow for 
her property, victimizing her daughters sexually for his own gratification, and using his 
knowledge of white ways to exploit his own people in order to increase his wealth. 

Pa's actions in building his private empire parallel the exploitation going on interna
tionally, as the Olinkas fall victim to the self-seeking of the larger patriarchally driven 
white society. Just as Pa overlooks the effects of his victimizing, the developers of the 
Olinka land look through the Olinka people as if they are not visible. Both are agents of 
division: Pa divides the family, the developers of the Olinka community, the latter 
symbolized by the road that guts the village. In both instances the division ultimately 
separates people from the earth (the Olinka women sing love songs of farewell to the 
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earth and sky), and from themselves (Celie is separated from her creativity, from her 
love of herself, from her joy). 

Ironically, in the estimation of their societies, both Pa and the developers of the 
Olinka land are deemed successful. Pa's tombstone, looking to Celie like a "short 
skyscraper," bears the praises of the social order that victimizes and separates: "Member 
of this and that. Leading businessman and farmer. Upright husband and father. Kind to 
the poor and helpless." The oppressors, who falsely claim their position of power (Celie 
discovers that "Pa not Pa"; the developers' rights to the Olinka land are suspect), also 
falsely claim their deeds to be good, perpetrating their oppressive reign. 

If Pa represents the oppressive system, Mr. __ , who carries two names and two 
natures, suggests the possibility of change. As Mr. __ , the only name Celie knows 
her husband by until Shug reveals Mr. __ 's second self, he, like Pa, objectifies and 
uses people. Mr. __ bargains for Celie as he would for an animal (he gets a cow 
thrown in on the bargain), "looking her up and down," asking her to turn around; all 
the while maintaining his position above her on his horse. After they are married, he 
exploits and victimizes Celie, as he did his first wife, beating her, without passion, 
because that "all women good for." He keeps himself aloof from Celie and his children, 
hiding from them behind the cloud of smoke that protects-though weakly-his 
position of power. Most significantly, Mr. __ is the force that continues to separate 
Nettie from Celie, making Celie's life one without connection or love. 

At the same time that Mr. __ is another Pa, however (Mr. __ 's real name, 
Albert, is derived from the same root, "adal;' as Pa's name, Alphonso), he also 
possesses a second nature, one that Shug is able to make manifest. Mr. __ 's transfor
mation through Shug's physical love early in the novel prepares for his later more 
radical and permanent transformation of character. An unbelievable change by most 
standards for fiction, Mr. __ 's potential for transformation is suggested in his name, 
for "Albert," the name Celie discovers he bears when Shug reappears in his life, unlike 
Pa's real name, has the close feminine variants, "Alberta" and "Albertine(a):' Thus the 
thoughtful Albert at the end of the novel who collects sea shells and loses himself in 
sewing is that part of Mr. __ that had hidden itself behind a mask of sullenness from 
those who laughed at his "Alberta" side when as a child he tried to sew along with his 
mother. He is the Albert betrayed by Mr. __ when he did not marry Shug, heeding 
instead the false voice of society sounded through his father. Only when the voice of the 
oppressor is stilled within Albert is he able to "live on Earth as a natural man" (230). 

The initially muddled Harpo represents a transition stage on the way to a new social 
order, as he tries to play a role he does not believe in. Because he is not able to take on 
the dominant oppressor role naturally, he tries to play the role in its outward form by 
increasing his physical size. Harpo's name suggests that in this state of social transition, 
Harpo can either support the change by being an instrument of music (music and song 
in the novel are primary images of the new social order), or attempt to stand in its way, 
as did the Harpies of Greek mythology, who greedily ravaged their victims. 

Just as Walker uses the names of her characters to name oppression, so she uses 
names to speak of the possibilities of social renewal. Celie is the most obvious victim in 
the novel. She has learned to survive by complete self-negation, as she offers herself up, 
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mechanically, to others' demands. She is depicted initially as possessing no worth in her 
own or society's eyes: "You black, you pore, you ugly, you a woman. Goddam, 
[Mr. __ ] say, you nothing at all" (187). Celie's name, however, a variation of 
Celestine, or "heavenly," speaks literally to Celie's heavenly worth. At first a seeming 
mockery of the Virgin Mary (when Celie's mother asks whose child she bore, Celie 
responds, "God's"), Celie becomes the primary redemptive figure in the novel: she is 
both the redeemed and the catalyst for redemption. In her role as the ultimately 
oppressed and victimized person, she represents the need for personal and social 
redemption. However, Celie also nurtures the novel's redemptive force, Shug, both 
literally by eating in front of Shug in order to wet Shug's appetite, and metaphorically 
as implied through the proper name for Celie, Cecilia. As Cecilia, a patron saint of 
music, Celie frees Shug's music, allowing Shug to sing the songs of redemption and 
love. 

While Celie's initial response in the novel represents one extreme response to 
oppression-passivity and self-negation-Sophia represents the opposite extreme, 
characterized by aggression and violence, as she attempts to overthrow the oppressive 
social structures with force. However, even with her physical ability and mental acuity, 
the latter suggested by the traditional association of wisdom with the name Sophia, 
Sophia possesses insufficient strength to counter the social forces, represented by the 
mayor and his wife, that reduce Sophia to a state similar to Celie's. The capable and 
bright Sophia finds herself nearly destroyed by the social structures she has attempted 
to fight single-handedly (Celie says after Sophia's beating, "when I see Sophia I don't 
know why she still alive" [187)), suggesting the need for a larger power, a healing force 
to attend to the deep flaws in the social structure. 

That force comes in the person of Shug Avery, the novel's redemptive figure who 
possesses a "sweetness" that draws people, from their old lives without sweetness and 
flowers, to love her. From the heralds, in the form of advertisements, that precede 
Shug's visit and her arrival in the modest home of Celie and Mr. __ because no one 
else will receive her, to her practice of healing and love, and her departure and final 
return to the community of love she founded, Shug's movements in the novel parallel 
the redemptive life of Jesus. 

Shug's names-she is given more names than any other character in the novel
underscore her role as redeemer. "Shug" suggests the sweetness of Jesus, and "Avery," 
Shug's surname, her role both as incarnate god ("Avatar;' a word closely resembling 
Avery, denotes a god coming to earth in bodily form) and spirit (the root of Avery is 
"aves" or birds). Another word bearing close resemblance to Shug's surname, "avens;' 
is a rose with white, yellow, red and purple flowers, those colors associated with Shug 
in the novel and that imply her mission: to purify life (white, yellow), to bring joy out 
of suffering (red, purple). Walker underscores these rich associations with Shug's 
surname by keeping her origin a mystery: "Nobody even sure exactly who her daddy 
is" (59). 

"Lilly," Shug's real name, contains the images both of bold shapes in multicolors and 
of flawless white, suggesting the bold redemption that Shug brings. The name points 
both back to our sources (Lilith, Adam's first wife, existed before Eve), and ahead to 
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new life, in its associations with spring, redemption and rebirth. Finally, "Queen 
Honeybee;' Shug's commercial name, refers to the one who gives birth to and sustains 
community, Shug's most obvious redemptive role in the novel, as she counters the 
separation that has been brought about by an oppressive patriarchal rule. 

One sign of redemption that Shug brings is the characters' new relation to the 
creation through their connection with their own creative processes, a connection that 
Shug models. Shug is both a creator and connector of people to their own creativity, as 
obvious in her effect on Celie. Her first step is to model the process to Celie when she 
composes a song and names it after Celie: "First time somebody made something and 
name it after me" (75). Then she takes Celie physically out of her oppression so she can 
enter the creation ("it's time to leave ye [Mr. __ ] and enter into the Creation" (181)) 
and discover her own creative abilities. 

Another sign of personal and social redemption that Shug brings is the connection 
the characters experience, first to themselves, then to one another, and finally to the 
whole world. Unlike Celie or Albert, who are initially imprisoned in their gender roles, 
Shug is both female and male. Mr. __ says that Shug "act more manlr than most 
men;' and Harpo notes that both Sophia and Shug are "not like men, but they not like 
women either" (236). With love literally at the center of her existence, Shug is Eros, the 
source and catalyst of love for others and thus the force that preserves life. And like 
Eros, Shug, in her broad sexuality, is both male and female, thus containing the 
elements necessary for self-love, the basis of love for others and thus for the social order 
she founds. 

The form and ongoing source of strength for the new community that Shug's 
presence originates is suggested in Olivia's name, a character who enters the final scene 
quietly, but who, together with her brother Adam, represents the new generation to 
carry on the community Shug has established. The literal associations with Olivia's 
name imply the feminist shape of society-the olive tree's yellow flowers bear female
shaped fruit-and also the internal source of its sustaining power: the olivary is part of 
the medulla oblonga, the system that controls the functions essential to the life of the 
body. 

Literally raised outside the oppressive society, Olivia brings to the community a new 
consciousness, unshaped and thus unhampered by a society that systematically vic
timizes the powerless. While Shug can only dream of living in a round house, Olivia 
has grown up in round houses and finds square houses "very strange:• Olivia has 
bridged gender roles, having attended without self-consciousness a school for males, 
and national and ethnic boundaries, as is evident in her faithful friendship with Tashi. 
She brings a new way, one no longer under the domination of a patriarchal image of 
God as a God of punishment, for the olive branch signifies the post-flood promise. 
Rather, brought in the mouth of a dove (both Celie and Shug are associated with birds 
in the novel), Olivia represents the peace and deliverance from oppression of the new 
social order. 

Adam, like Olivia, represents a qualitative change in the social order from the pre
Shug social conditions of the novel's characters. Only after Celie and Albert are 
transformed by Shug's love does Adam, a new consciousness, enter their community. 
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Adam is the first person born into the new community, the first person to know 
himself, as his Olinka name, "Omatangu;' denotes: "It mean a un-naked man some
where near the first one God made that knowed what he was" (241). Unlike the first 
Adam, the new Adam resists falling into the sins of anger and blame, of claiming 
dominance and superiority over Tashi when she marks herself according to the way of 
her society. Rather, Adam marks himself as Tashi is marked in order to walk with her as 
an equal. The offspring of patriarchy, Adam bears none of its shape or sin. He is both a 
new Adam and the original Adam whom Joseph Campbell describes as existing in 
androgynous form before the fall from perfection. He has not been divided from 
himself and from God by moving outside what Campbell refers to as "the wall of 
Paradise, constituted of the 'coincidence of opposites; by which Man (now man and 
woman) is cut off from not only the vision but even the recollection of the image of 
God" (153). 

In the final scene the novel's significant characters are gathered into a new kind of 
community. Celie and Shug, Sophia and Mary Agnus, Albert and Harpo are all clothed 
now in the clothing Celie, inspired by Shug, has created. In this new clothing, people 
minister to one another without claims of superiority-Eleanor Jane to Sophia as 
Sophia to Eleanor Jane. Completing this scene and community is the arrival of Adam 
and Olivia, brought by Nettie, whose life and name imply that of many women 
("Nettie" is the nickname for a number of women's names), and Samuel, whose name, 
derived from "shemuel;' is the literal name of God. With their arrival, broken struc
tures are mended: male and female, East and West, God and Creation become one. 
Implying the dignity of this community is the name of the last character mentioned in 
the final scene, Odessa, a feminine ("essa") song of praise and honor to celebrate the 
new community. 

This new community occurs not in a faraway utopian land but in the very house of 
oppression that had been taken from its rightful owners. Celie's real lineage had been 
obscured by Pa, the representative of the oppressive social order, now dead and no 
longer referred to as Pa in the final chapters, but as Alphonso, his actual name. His 
house was actually theirs, an inheritance from their mother, as was "his" business. Not 
everything from the former way is discarded-Celie has kept on the white man 
Alphonso employed-but rightful ownership has replaced oppression. 

Although the source of the shift in the novel to a new social order is sketched in only 
its broad outlines, the sketch offers, nevertheless, a compelling vision of a recon
structed society. And, taken together, Walker uses the names of her characters in the 
novel to begin to describe this new social order: of the self and community becoming, 
of the sources of their becoming in love, and of the possibilities of this new order 
existing, reconstructed, atop the old. The final scene of Walker's novel, as well as the 
novel as a whole has been criticized for its improbable nature. As the imagery in the 
characters' names suggests, however, the novel possesses a deliberate quality of gener
alization. Moreover, Walker's vision of reconstruction, however incomplete, goes 
beyond that which her predecessors have been able to offer, whether one looks at 
endings such as those in Jane Eyre or The Awakening where the resolution demands an 
escape altogether from society, or at that in Their Eyes Were Watching God where the 
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positive social order is confined to a private relationship, or in Sula, where the 
communal effort, though succeeding spiritually, is physically destroyed. As in her 
predecessors' fiction, Walker has named oppression, a necessary first step to liberation 
from oppression. In The Color Purple, however, as the names of the majority of her 
characters imply, Walker has also made significant movement towards naming and 
celebrating a social order that offers both personal and social liberation from that 
oppression. 
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Fall quarter 1986 a new multipurpose computer laboratory with twenty-four work 
stations was completed at the University of Minnesota, Crookston (UMC) . With 
twenty computers available for instruction, the Communication Department scheduled 
three composition classes in the laboratory. 

The word processing program Textra was selected for students' use and purchase 
because it can be bought for under $22 and adequately meets their writing needs. 

After about ten minutes of step-by-step instruction (starting with how to tum on the 
computer and exactly what to type in response to computer prompts and word 
processing menus), we spend the remainder of the first class period viewing the on
screen tutorials which accompany the word processing program Textra . (These tutorials 
allow experienced word processing users to skip over elementary data, and they allow 
the user to adjust the reading speed to accomodate her / his reading abilities, a boon in 
an open admissions college such as UMC.) The next class meeting consists of 40 minutes 
of free writing on the computers with the last ten minutes of the class devoted to 
instructions on how to get a printout of what has just been written. 

Tbere was, of course, individual instruction for those who had forgotten some of the 
material they had viewed on the tutorials. Suprisingly, students with previous expe
rience with computers didn't seem to hold an edge over those who had never used one 
before. As the quarter progressed my classroom journal included such observations as: 

.-. Students write much more and do so without my urging. I think they write more 
because they hear one another's printers. The time it takes to produce a printout 
may be as good a measure of length as looking at a writing. Most of the writings are 
about equal to three handwritten pages, the classic 500 word theme. 

• • Rewriting is taking place without argument. It's easy to do and always results in a 
clean printout. 
Because they're typed, the writings are not only easy to read, they're remarkably 
free from mechanical, grammatical, and spelling errors. The comma-splice and the 
sentence fragment, however, are still present, but are not as common as I usually 
find in composition classes. 

.. I lecture less-the students are always busy writing. They wait for me to unlock the 
room at 7:45 a.m. and often work beyond the class hour. 

• • Because so many revisions are being made on the screen as students compose, I 
estimate I'm seeing about half of the process they're following as they write . 
However, what I do see shows me that the students know and are actively practic
ing the process of writing. 
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** I'm doing more informal conferencing, reading and discussing what's on the com
puter screen. 

** Writing is becoming a public act. I think it's because of their familiarity with 
television. Anyway, the students are viewing each other's writings on the screens, 
and they're discussing and helping one another without me-they're taking respon
sibility for their own learning. 

* * Most of the writings are now written in four drafts, seldom fewer. The revisions I 
see are much more extensive than I'm used to. Rewriting, not editing, is taking 
place. 

In an effort to test my classroom observations against the students' observations 
about writing compositions on the computer, I wrote a questionnaire which I handed 
out during the sixth week of classes. The following is a summary of their responses. 

Question I-How does writing on a computer differ from the way you write with a 
pencil and paper? Twenty-nine per cent of the students found it easier to write on the 
computer while 10 per cent found it harder: 10 per cent of them found it faster while 5 
percent found it slower; 27 per cent found it both easier and faster; 19 per cent of the 
students wrote "other" responses. The "other" responses included: 

"With the computer you are using all of your fingers instead of just three fingers, 
and you can hit a key to print the letter instead of trying to remember how the letter 
is written"; 

"It leaves you with more space to think about your writing rather than thinking 
about mistakes and going through a long process of hand written corrections"; 

"Writing on the computer differs in that it is much easier to print your work, once it 
is originally written, and then go back and edit it"; 

"It's a lot neater and easier to read"; 

"It makes me feel a lot more comfortable because I really don't have to worry about 
errors"; 

"Sometimes it's easier, sometimes it's harder. I do find that writing on the computer 
gets me to think more about what I really want to say. . .reason: I have to think 
the words on the keys. It is easier though to brainstorm on paper to just get started 
with boggled ideas"; 

"I like writing on the computer better, because I have poor handwriting:' 

Question II-Do you write more or do you write less on the computer? Sixty-four 
per cent of the students report they wrote more while 22 per cent report they wrote less, 
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and 7 per cent report about the same amount; 7 per cent wrote "other" responses. The 

"other" responses included: 

"It depends on the subject. If it's something that enthuses me, then the mode doesn't 

matter"; 

"It seems that I write more on paper, only because I write so big. When writing with 
a pencil and paper, my thought seems to flow more, but I write much less. Also, I 
tend to make more organizational and grammatical errors with pencil and paper. I 
write more on the computer, because it is in smaller print and part of the document 
goes off the screen, which makes me think of more to write"; 

"The more I work on the computer, the faster I type. You punch in keys rather than 

doing longhand:' 

Question III-Do you make more or fewer changes as you are writing while using the 
computer? Seventy-six per cent of the students reported they made more changes while 
12 per cent reported fewer; 7 per cent of them reported about the same number of 
changes as when writing with a pencil and paper; 5 per cent wrote "other" responses. 
The "other" responses included: 

"I make more mistakes. I can't type the best so I hit a few of the wrong keys"; 

"I make fewer mistakes because I can see what I'm doing:' 

Question IV-Do you make more or fewer errors in spelling and punctuation while 
using the computer? Forty-six per cent of the students reported they made more while 
39 per cent reported fewer; 15 per cent of them reported about the same number of 
errors on the computer as they did using pencil and paper. While the number of errors 
reported using the computer seems high, the students' responses quickly dispel the idea 

that the computer is the reason: 

"I make more errors in spelling only because of my typing ability but this is easily 
fixed neatly with the computer"; 

"I make more errors because I have a bad time of spelling some words at times. 
When I try to type fast I make a lot of errors"; 

"More errors, because words are forming so quickly that I want to get them down 
before I forget them, and then all you have to do is go back and change them"; 

"I think I make more errors in spelling and punctuation when I use the computer. 
This is so because you're whipping along at such a good clip that you don't realize 
right away that you have made a mistake"; 
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"More, my mind jumps from all different things when I try to write and I always 
have to keep thinking about how to type when I'm trying to think too"; 

"More, because my fingers get moving faster than my mind does and then they get 
all tangled up and I start pressing the wrong keys but it is easier to correct them 
when on a computer"; 

"I seem to make more errors by typing on my computer. I'm not a very good typer 
so I eventually have to go back and correct my errors anyway"; 

"I think I make more errors, but not that many more on the computer. The 
reasoning to this is, you go so much faster, and you're just not conscious of what 
you're typing:' 

I know I saw and dealt with fewer errors and supposed it was because the students 
were seeing their writings in print and it was easier for them to discover errors. On the 
other hand, it's quite possible that the errors they're referring to are those they've made 
while freewriting when spelling, punctuation, and grammar are purposely ignored; or, 
the errors may be simple typos. 

Question V-Do you write more or fewer drafts of a writing on the computer? 
Eighty-one per cent of the students reported they wrote more drafts while only 17 per 
cent reported fewer drafts; 2 per cent of them reported they wrote about the same 
number of drafts on the computer as they did with pencil and paper. 

Question VI-Does the use of a computer make writing easier or harder for you? 
Sixty-eight per cent of the students said it was easier while 25 per cent said it was 
harder; 7 per cent said it was about the same on the computer as it was with their other 
writing. 

Question VII-What do you like the most about writing on a computer? The least? 
(Because many of the students gave multiple answers to this question, the percentage 
totals are greater than 100 per cent.) Twenty-four per cent of the students like the speed 
writing the machine gives them; 54 per cent of them found it easier to edit and correct 
errors; 12 per cent liked the word processing features of the program; 20 per cent of the 
students found the ability to save their writings on disks appealing; 7 per cent preferred 
typing over handwriting; 17 per cent appreciated a neat, printed copy; 10 per cent 
responded "other." The "other" responses included: 

"The thing I like the most is that I am watching everything that I am putting into the 
computer and I can correct any mistakes that I make"; 

"I like typing a lot better on the computer as compared to writing simply because I 
can read typed words better than I can read my handwriting"; 
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"That I can type much faster than I can write. I can get my thoughts down quicker 
and have a better writing that way"; 

'What I like the most is the computer does most of the menial jobs that you have to 
concentrate on otherwise"; 

"What I like the most about a computer is that it is faster to get · a document 
completed and touched up"; 

"It doesn't require as much paper and you can type as long as you have time to 
type"; 

"I like writing on the computer because the paper comes out better looking"; 

"Being able to print out several times while making changes"; 

"You can save so many drafts in so little space"; 

"I like comp writing .because it adds a little fun. It is far better than a pencil"; 

"Not having to type the story later:' 

What the students liked least about writing on the computer included: 17 per cent 
wrote of their poor typing skills; 22 per cent did not like or did not learn many of the 
program commands; 5 per cent spoke of their dislike of the basic computer operations; 
5 per cent of the students were concerned about their loss of their documents; 7 per cent 
spoke about limited laboratory locations: 20 per cent wrote "other" responses. The 
"other" responses included: 

"That sometimes you can get frustrated with the computer"; 

"If you don't save your program on the computer you have wasted a lot of time and 
energy"; 

"The least attractive thing is having it limited to one location, meaning for me the 
mind works better in the great outdoors"; 

"Learning all the tricks takes a lot of time"; 

"If you want to work on your composition a lot and don't want the hassle of 
writing on a piece of paper, you have to go over to the computer lab"; 

"What I like least is all the monkey-business to get where I want to be"; 
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"I don't like the noise that comes from the computer I work at. It gives me a 
headache:' 

Question VIII-Because of your writing experiences on the computer, do you now 
feel you are a better or a poorer writer? Eighty-five per cent of the students indicated 
they are better writers because of their computer experiences while none of them feel 
they are poorer for it; 10 percent said it made no difference to their writing; 5 per cent 
wrote "other" responses. The "other" responses included: 

"I don't think I've changed much. I've become a slower writer"; 

"I don't think I have improved much so far. My writing skills have improved some 
through the ideas we have learned in class but as far as the computer helping me 
become a better writer, I can't tell yet:' 

I saw more drafts of writings, fewer surface errors, generally better organization, did 
more informal conferencing, and lectured less, but I did not see significantly better 
writings from what I'm used to. Subjectively, the student and I differ on this point. I 
will not, however, argue the point with them. If they feel writing on the computer has 
made them better writers, I'm willing to agree that they probably are. 

Question IX-Did you find writing on the computer to be a positive or a negative 
experience? Ninety per cent of the students said it was a positive experience while only 5 
per cent found it to be a negative one; 5 per cent wrote "other" responses. The "other" 
responses included: 

"I can't say. I love to work on the computer but I'd rather write it on paper first and 
then type it out"; 

"I like it. Once I get started I don't want to quit:' 

Question X-Would you recommend writing on a computer to your friends and 
classmates? One hundred per cent of the students said they would recommend writing 
on the computer to their friends and classmates. 

Question XI-Do you feel you had ample access to a computer for your classwork? 
Eighty-eight per cent of the students said they had ample access while 5 per cent said 
they did not; 7 per cent wrote "other" responses. The "other" responses included: 

"I have only used the computer in class so far, and I really haven't needed it out of 
class"; 

'We had plenty of time for classwork. The computer center was always open for 
us:' 
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Question XII-Any additional comments you wish to make. Some of the comments 
students made which specifically related to writing on the computer included: 

"I wish we would have had more time to learn the Textra program before we had to 
use it"; 

"Now I'd have to say if I had a choice between writing class where you actually had 
to hand write things or use the computer, I'd take the computer writing course"; 

"I really don't like to write, but since I do like writing on a computer, it has made 
this class a lot easier for me. So far I have enjoyed this class"; 

"I, personally, feel that the computer lab is a very worthwhile investment on behalf 
of the college"; 

"I think everyone should do their typing on a computer. I wouldn't dream of sitting 
down to a typewriter ever again. I just have a problem typing and thinking, so I'd 
rather write it first and then use only a computer to type it;" 

'1 like Communication Composition with the computer"; 

'1 think that writing on the computer is one of the best things I have done in any of 
my composition classes"; 

"I am very pleased that I get this chance to write on a computer with a different 
word processor. I have used a word processor before and I enjoyed it a lot"; 

"I feel I could do a lot more if I knew how to run the computer better. More time 
should be spent on orientation"; 

"Since we have been working on the computer I enjoy writing, whereas before I 
always dreaded it:' 

The communication department at UMC is expanding the number of composition 
sections, business writing sections, and the number of writing courses offered on the 
computer. However, we have already discovered that there is a small percentage of 
students who enter the classroom, look around at the computers and ask if there has 
been a mistake in the room number. Too many return with drop slips; some give the 
class a chance for a week or so before dropping. They generally indicate they simply 
cannot handle the computer technology. Surprisingly, the ability to type was not a 
major factor in these drop decisions. To accomodate this small group of students, we 
will continue to offer a few sections of the traditional pen and pencil composition 
course. 
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For the majority of students who remain in the classes, the writing of compositions 
on the computer has been a rewarding and positive experience. More data is being 
collected as more writing classes are exposed to the computer and as new and different 
methodologies are being developed and used and as new and different questions are 
being asked about writing on the computer. 

So far, the most encouraging result of this experiment has been the change in attitude 
of students toward composition. Not only do most of them now find something 
positive to say about their writing classes, they also feel they are better writers as a result 
of their experience with computers. If that is all that has been accomplished (the 
preceeding results certainly prove more than that), much has indeed been 
accomplished- so much, in fact, that it is necessary that the experiment and research 
continue. In addition to composition, business writing, and, as of Spring quarter, 
technical writing are being taught using the computer. 

'Assiduous String-Savers': The Idea-Generating 

Strategies of Professional Expository Writers 

by 
Robert L. Root, Jr. 
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Tom Wicker, Richard Reeves, Walter Kerr, David Denby, Neal Gabler, and Susan 
Nykamp are all professional expository writers, people who regularly produce exposi
tory prose under the constraints of a rigorous deadline, a specific task, and a particular 
audience-constraints similar to those imposed on student writers in composition 
courses. Over a two-year period I have interviewed these six people about both their 
recollections of writing and the evidence of their composing processes in notes, drafts, 
and final texts of articles written immediately prior to the interviews, and investigated 
both the relationship of professional practice to pedagogical paradigms and prescrip
tions imposed on student writers and also the reliability of theoretical models of 
composing as descriptions of the typical process undergone by professional practi
tioners (Root, 1983, 1985). Central to this study has been an attempt to determine the 
idea-generating strategies of professional writers and assess their implications for 
student writers. 

The research into the composing processes of professional expository writers of the 
kind I interviewed has been slight. In Janet Emig's review of the literature on the 
composing process, examples of professional writing were virtually all taken from 
interviews, letters, journals, and biographies of novelists and poets (Emig, 1971). The 
case study method she used has been widely emulated and refined in subsequent 
research on the composing processes of student writers (notably Beach, 1976; Graves, 
1975; Perl, 1979; Pianko, 1979; Sommers, 1980). Only recently have case study and 
protocol analysis methods been applied to experienced or professional expository 
writers (Hayes and Flower, 1984; Berkenkotter, 1983; Selzer, 1983). 

Particularly useful in such recent research has been the cognitive process model of 
composition developed by Linda Flower and John Hayes, which breaks down the 
writer's process of composition into planning, translating, and reviewing, and divides 
the planning process further into the sub-processes of generating, organizing, and goal 
setting (Flower, p. 370). It is generally descriptive of the writing process experienced by 
my subjects, especially as it pertains to idea-generation strategies, because it includes 
the writer's long-term memory and the task environment as essential elements continu
ally interacting with the writing process. If this model is indeed reliable, research into 
the composing processes of professional expository writers ought to determine the 
extent to which planning interacts with long-term memory and task environment and to 
suggest practical applications drawn from concrete examples. 

For each of the professional expository writers I interviewed, the task environment 
was predictable and regular. Tom Wicker, columnist for The New York Times, and 
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Richard Reeves, syndicated columnist, both wrote two articles per week on political 
topics, each being limited to a length of around 750 words, the equivalent of a two-page 
double-spaced freshman theme. David Denby, film critic for New York Magazine, and 
Walter Kerr, drama critic for The New York Times, each had to produce at least one 
column per week, in a range of 1200 to 1500 words. Neal Gabler, at that time both film 
critic for Monthly Detroit and co-host of PBS' Sneak Previews, had one monthly 
column of 1600 words for the magazine and two weekly 1 and 1/2 minute reviews for 
the television series. Susan Nykamp, then managing editor for Photo Marketing, had to 
produce a major article every other month plus additional monthly short items for her 
magazine. 

The task environments in these cases are not only important for the ways they 
impinge immediately upon the writing processes but also for the ways they establish 
both writing plans and also a knowledge of the topic in long-term memory. In his book 
on the media, On Press, Tom Wicker writes: 

Political reporters should be, and most are, assiduous "string-savers:' Some 
quote not apropos in today's story may be just right for next's; or some note 
jotted down on one story may mesh with another from a second story to make 
still a third. "Stored" in this fashion, in the long memory any newspaperman 
ought to have, almost any kind of information may become useful to a reporter. 
(Wicker, 1978, p. 49). 

In fact, this kind of "assiduous string-saving" is exactly the method that professional 
writers in every field rely upon for the generation of ideas. 

Tom Wicker claims to have an "elephantine memory" and a capability for drawing 
upon it regularly in his writing. In addition to memory he keeps clips of items he's 
culled from the newspaper. As he says, 

If I picked up the paper this morning and read a particular story, it might well 
trigger something and I know I've got something in [my file) that pairs up with 
that, or contradicts it, and I could pull it out. (Wicker, 1982) 

The triggering of associations is vital, as is the collecting of background material. For 
example, Wicker collected material on Ferdinand Marcos, the Phillippine president, 
intending to write something about him but somehow never really having "an idea for 
it:' Nonetheless, he knows that, given the nature of politics, he will eventually have 
another opportunity to write that story, once something in the news about Marcos 
triggers the idea he needs to organize it. 

The accumulation of information thus can be either very specific, as in the gathering 
of material on Marcos for a piece that has yet to be written, or it can be random and 
continuous, as when Wicker travels to cover elections and acquires more information 
than he needs for the specific columns that will come out of the tour. As he says, the trip 
can be worth it ''because I'll have that knowledge and that fills up my inventory up here 
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which I need even though I don't write the piece" (Wicker, 1982). Much of the gathering 
of information comes from continual involvement in his profession, reading The New 
York Times, The Washington Post, and The Wall Street Journal regularly and keeping 
in touch with what other columnists are doing in order to avoid repeating what they've 
done or to discover something that sets off his own train of thought. 

Like most of the professional writers I talked to, Wicker wants to know fully what 
he's going to write when he sits down. Professional writers don't have the luxury of 
writer's block Wicker says: 

The better prepared you are when you sit down, the easier it is to write the 
column ... Being prepared is having a coherent idea, one that you can state 
rather briefly and simply, having the information to substantiate that idea, and 
having in your head or on paper or in outline. . .a sense of how you're going to 
proceed. All the information in the world won't make a good column unless 
there's an idea in it. (Wicker, 1982) 

The search for an idea in both current events and long-term memory, the search for a 
connection between events or ideas which will produce the idea that leads to a column, 
is essential to every writer. 

Richard Reeves writes, "A column, usually, is one idea expanded" (Reeves, 1981, p. 
123). He described the process of his idea generation to me this way: 

I keep manila envelopes that I keep stuffing things into that might lead to future 
columns. At points where I feel barren or at points where it seems advisable, I'll 
flip through and there might be twenty notes to myself or clippings. Of those 
twenty my guess is that one out of four-might even be less than that
eventually becomes a column. Usually I keep them there because I'm waiting for 
one other thing to happen that I think relates to it. (Reeves, 1984) 

Reeves and Wicker are political columnists; they need to keep current with daily 
events. Their professional concerns keep them constantly in the process of acquiring 
information and dispensing it, and the acquisition of information produces sponta
neous idea-generation that can only come about because they are so deeply immersed in 
the context of their profession. 

The critics I talked to experienced some of the same things as the political columnists, 
but they also took a unique approach to the immediate problem of writing. Walter Kerr 
and David Denby, both writing weekly articles at the time I interviewed them, took 
similar approaches to responding to a subject. Kerr said this about his writing: 

Most weeks I start Friday, 1:00, and start transcribing the notes I took in the thea
ter. . .from these little booklets. . .sorting the subjects into groups having to do 
with the principle characters or the structure of the play or whatever .... By 
going through all the notes I put myself back in the mood of the play, as I felt 
when I was watching it. It becomes more real. I may have seen two other plays 
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since that one, which tends to blur things for you or to neutralize them, but if you 
sit down and spend 45 minutes writing down everything that struck you in the 
theater, then by the time you're through, you're sort of close to the experience 
again. (Kerr, 1982) 

The experience for David Denby is very similar. After seeing a film and taking notes on 
it in the dark, a few to a page without looking away from the screen, he prepares to 
write three or four days later: 

I would see the movie Tuesday afternoon or Tuesday night and, say, Friday 
afternoon at home I would sit down with this note pad in my lap and some paper 
on a clip board and the cast and credits of the movie. . .and then I would try to 
replay the movie in my head using my notes as a memory aid, literally thinking it 
through, thinking what happens, trying to reconstruct at home what it was made 
me feel at that moment whatever it was I felt [in the theater] ... I'll sit there and 
replay the movie in my head and then make fresh notes on my paper on the 
clipboard under separate headings. . .it may be as simple as writing down the 
word "theme" and then writing everything under that that deals with thematic 
development in the movie or writing the leading actor or actress's name and 
describing the performance or describing the elements of the director's work. I 
will then come out of [this process] with four or five pages of notes. (Denby, 
1982) 

This ability to relive the experience of the play or film not only helps the critic recall the 
pertinent aspects of the experience but also gives him an opportunity to connect the 
experience with important ideas being incubated in the time between seeing the film or 
play and beginning to write about it. As Kerr says, "I can put it away for a couple of 
days and let it gestate all by itself and maybe it will throw up something I didn't count 
on or didn't realize:' (Kerr, 1982). 

Like the political columnists the critics were in search of a particular idea. Neal 
Gabler's experience is typical. He says of himself: 

I'm always scribbling things down [on notecards], whenever anything occurs to 
me that I think I might write about, even if I think it's not going to happen until a 
year from now ... They're just sort of scattered all over the place, and I pick 
them up and they'll inspire me and I'll sit down and generally outline the piece 
very carefully before I write:' (Gabler, 1982) 

Gabler gives as an example of the way this process works by describing the genesis of 
an article called "Beach Blanket Cinema", about a number of recent coming-of-age 
movies. He had seen Porkies in March of 1982, Diner in May or June, and Fast Times at 
Ridgemont High in August, and, as he does with every film he sees, he took notes on all 
of them. With the exception of Diner, a film he liked very much, none of these films 
seemed to him to be a movie worth writing about, but, as he says, Porkies and Fast 
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Times "reverberating off of one another sort of struck something in me and then when I 
thought of Diner . . and what that says about adolescence, I saw a piece beginning to 
form in my mind:' The success of Porkie's gave a greater impetus to the article because 
it suggested that there was a large audience for a certain kind of teen-age film. Gabler 
says, "The genesis of the piece was thinking about those two films and thinking that the 
issue was significant:' Like the other professional writers I interviewed, Gabler could 
say of himself, 'Tm always looking for connections" (Gabler, 1982). Indeed it is the 
ability to discover connections that makes all of these writers capable of generating 

articles at all. 
The testimony of these writers concerning their idea-generating strategies demonstra

tes the importance of not only plans but also contextual knowledge stored in long-term 
memory. The work of the professional writer is facilitated by extensive storage of 
professional information, the materials which make connections possible . The profes
sional writer is immersed in context and this immersion frees him from the short term 
demands of discovery that student writers typically encounter. The greater the under
standing of the field or discipline or subject, the greater potential for making connec
tions spontaneously. Spontaneity is a vital element of professional composition. 

That spontaneity, however, is a result of constant incubation, just as "spontaneous 
combustion" is actually the result of the slow build-up of flammable components over 
time. Looking at an analysis of his own writing, Donald Murray, who is both writer 
and scholar, claimed to be surprised by "the length of incubation time. I now realize 
that articles that I thought took a year in fact have taken three, four, or five years" 
(Murray, 1983, p. 171). Without that period of incubation, spontaneous idea

generation would be unlikely to occur. 
All of the writers mentioned suggested in one way or another that they write to 

please themselves. Gabler and Wicker said so in exactly those words and Denby and 
Kerr used similar terms. The search for something which interests the writer can only 
take place when the writer is confident enough of his ideas and his skills to believe that 
they will generate an artifact of sufficient interest to readers. In other words, the 
spontaneous generation of a topic of interest to the writer can't happen until the writer 
has been sufficiently immersed in the context and sufficiently experienced in expression 
to have an instinctive or intuitive sense of what is vital, interesting, significant, and 

acceptable. 
There may be practical applications to some of the methodology exhibited by these 

writers, but the evidence seems to suggest that there is a gulf between the professional 
and the student writer which is not solely the gulf of experience-it is also the gulf of 
knowledge. Professional writers make rapid strides in their writing once they have 
become immersed in the context of their writing. The clearest example from my study is 
Susan Nykamp, a writer who took her first job out of college as a newsletter writer for 
the Photo Marketing Association with very little background in photo retailing but 
with a solid background in journalism and composition; within two years she had 
become the managing editor of Photo Marketing, a slick periodical distributed na
tionally as the major organ of the professional association. What made the difference 
was the immersion in context, the growing sense of her field which allowed her not only 
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to write articles on demand for an editor but to know by attending to the currents of the 
business what articles to assign, what issues to keep tabs on, what sources to tum to . By 
the end of two years she was at the top of that field because she had become an 
assiduous string-saver (Nykamp, 1982). 

Our problem, then, is how to help our students find a context to draw upon. The 
time for planning, for generating ideas, is vital. Recognizing that need in his own 
writing prompted Donald Murray to change his own classroom practices "by allowing 
my students much more planning time and introducing many more planning tech
niques" (Murray, 1983, 171). 

We are really in the dilemma which was the root of controversy in classical rhetoric, 
that our instruction in rhetoric is mere cookery because our concern is with the 
presentatioii of knowledge and not its acquisition. Our answer has often been to 
provide formal heuristic methods which principally serve to generate information
Burke's Pentad; Young, Becker, and Pike's tagmemic heuristic; cubing; looping; 
webbing-in the place of actual knowledge. But such methods don't necessarily help 
the student to make the connections vital to either comprehension or expression. Faced 
with a fully completed particle-wave-field diagram, the student writer may still not be 
able to discover an idea worth expressing because he lacks the understanding and 
experience for spontaneity. 

The gap, then, between the competent professional writer and even the competent 
student writer is a gap caused by the lack of context and the dearth of experience. 
Unless in our freshman composition courses we are simply to provide students with 
stop-gap measures to get them through until they develop experience in expression and 
immersion in context on their own in the normal course of growth and education, we 
have to develop the means of providing context and experience in our courses. In other 
words, in some ways the course itself has to become the heuristic method, just as the 
working writer's professional life is his or her heuristic, and just as, to some degree, our 
upper level courses already are. 

Given the amorphous nature of the freshman composition course, such a context 
seems to be particularly lacking at the moment when students need it most. In order for 
them to achieve that immersion in context which leads to spontaneous idea-generation, 
we need to start teaching them to be assiduous string-savers. 
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Teachers, supervisors, and researchers frequently look to ERIC for concise informa
tion about developments in English and language arts. While a search of the database 
yields documents aplenty, the Clearinghouse gets increasing demands from front-line 
educators for shorter publications like single-sheet Digests and other summary mate
rials on important topics. This article attempts a "quick read" overview of various 
recent trends in the profession. The references-mostly from the last three years to 
assure currency-point to lengthier resources for follow-up reading. 

To provide some emphasis, key phrases are italicized. A few works of particular 
importance are identified as "perspective-making documents" -that is, works which 
are (or promise to be) a lens through which the profession views major issues. 

This overview ranges widely but is by no means all-inclusive. For example, a teacher 
working with dialogue journals or a scholar interested in narratology might wonder 
why these valued topics aren't noted. ERIC has materials on such topics in the database 
and in its publication program (e.g., Kreeft, 1983; Pradl, 1984). But choices for 
inclusion and exclusion were essential in creating this thumbnail portrait of the state-of
the-art . 

If there is a single recurring theme in recent literature, it is the search for unity in 
various aspects of English language arts . Integrating the language arts, teaching the 
humanities, using whole · language instruction, encouraging higher order thinking 
skills, and teaching composition through process instruction are but a few examples of 
the strain toward integration. Of course, the counter-theme in the literature is not 
advocacy of fragmentation of subject matter for its own sake. Rather, many believe that 
frames of reference other than (or perhaps in addition to) the holistic viewpoint are 
needed in articulating instructional practice or evaluating student progress. These 
themes and others will emerge in the ERIC's-eye view below. 

COMPOSITION 

The greatest upsurge of interest in recent years has been in the teaching and learning 
of writing. Writing process instruction (D. Graves, 1983; Hays, et al. , 1983) draws 
upon knowledge of how writers actually compose, emphasizing both prewriting and 
revising in ways that are not common in most classrooms (Applebee, 1981) . Although 
sometimes confused with less disciplined "prewriting" approaches of the late 1960s 
(Rodrigues, 1985), process instruction is a genuine reorchestration of both old and new 
pedagogies. 
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Information about process instruction and other aspects of composition has been 
widely disseminated, especially through ERIC, NCTE, and the National Writing Pro
ject (Myers, 1985). In the last two years, 370 questions related to composition were 
answered at ERIC/RCS, and recent ERIC books on writing (e.g., Kahn, et al., 1984) 
have been widely disseminated. 

Of course, ubiquity does not necessarily imply that new insights are being formula
ted and ordered. Important perspective-making documents like George Hillocks' (1986) 
Research on Written Composition, a meta-analysis embracing hundreds of composition 
studies, help to sort out the effectiveness of traditional and innovative teaching 
methods. Hillocks' findings generally support some aspects of process instruction, such 
as emphasis on discussion and revision. But his work also suggests the utility of the 
traditional study of models of excellent writing-which is, of course, an element in 
some process models; and his expansive analysis lends support to sentence combining 
exercises. Consistent with conventional in-depth reviews on writing research (e.j., 
Mellon, 1967), Hillocks finds no evidence that study of formal grammar improves 
students' writing. 

The influence of NAEP (National Assessment of Educational Progress) and state and 
~ocal English specialists has solidified a long-evolving change in external testing-viz., 
the extensive use of actual writing samples in testing writing (Hadley, 1984). While 
research demonstrating that such tests actually drive instruction is scant, an ample 
body of expert testimony and a small number of studies indicate that "objective" tests 
encourage worksheet instruction while tests with writing samples promote writing in 
the classroom (Suhor, 1985). 

Writing across the curriculum is another highly visible movement. The goal here is 
not to make every teacher into an English specialist but to encourage teachers to help 
students use writing as a way of learning-Le., as a way of organizing and giving shape 
to nascent ideas (Thaiss, 1986). The movement parallels and supports trends such as 
cross-disciplinary and humanities instruction and the teaching of higher order thinking 
skills. 

Another important trend, the use of computers in writing instruction, is focusing 
increasingly on revising, since word processing software permits the student to do 
extensive revision without requiring time-consuming handwritten copies (Wheeler, 
1985). However, the need for keyboard skills (Rothenberg, 1984) and the lack of 
adquate models for teacher training in computer-assisted writing instruction continue 
to be limiting factors (O'Donnell, 1985). 

Class size, an intensively studied educational problem, is now being explored specifi
cally in terms of composition instruction. Some states (e.g., Florida, Vermont) have 
already limited the number of students in high school composition classes, permitting 
teachers to spend more time responding to students' writing. But there is a lack of solid 
empirical evidence linking class size ahd effective composition instruction. A new ERIC 
publication by William L. Smith (1986) and the NCTE Task Force on class size suggests 
the kinds of studies that might throw new light on the subject. 
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READING 

Like composition, reading is a field marked by change and controversy in recent 
years. However, in 1985 a perspective-making document, Becoming a Nation of 
Readers (Anderson, et al.), was published. The volume did not quell longstanding 
controversy over issues such as the roll of phonics instruction, readability formulas, 
and the testing of reading; but it did offer some balanced viewpoints by one group of 
noted scholars and practitioners, (Koenke, 1986). 

A look at the larger body of literature on reading instruction, though, suggests that 
polarized viewpoints are unlikely to vanish. Advocates of whole language approaches 
continue to stress holistic, transactional pedagogy, holding that isolated skills instruc
tion gives attention to decoding at the expense of comprehension (Watson, 1985). 
Others see part-to-whole instruction as essential for beginning readers, claiming that 
phonics-based programs are most effective (Flesch, 1985; Groff, 1985). Attempts at 
integrated approaches (e.g., Botel and Seaver, 1984) can be found, in line with the spirit 
of Becoming a Nation of Readers, which takes a middle ground on decades-old issues. 
Koenke suggests that differences among reading specialists can be seen as existing as on 
a continuum, with positions shifting over time as new research provides more useful 
guides to practice. 

Current research emphases in reading are varied, but many are in the direction of 
integrating reading with other human capacities. For example, ethnographic studies 
(e.g., Siegel, 1984) view the printed word from a semiotic viewpoint. Print is seen as 
one among many symbol systems that children learn to "read" in the course of their 
cognitive development. John Henry Martin's "Writing to Read" program, evaluated 
favorably by Educational Testing Service (Murphy and Appel, 1984), approaches 
reading instruction as integrated with student writing. Martin uses computer techno
logy to teach a simplified alphabet that permits students to write fluently before they 
can decode conventional spelling. 

Little's (1985) review of the literature of computers and reading instruction notes that 
bolder approaches like Martin's writing/reading program are relatively rare. Short
term studies dealing with simple drill and practice software are far more common. Such 
problems prompted the International Reading Association (1984) to publish guidelines 
for teacher use of computers. Moreover, groups like EPIE (Educational Products 
Information Exchange) provide ongoing evaluation of software in reading and other 
disciplines. 

Finally, textbooks in reading have received extensive scrutiny. Texts that are "dumbed 
down" supposedly to make them accessible to poor readers, actually become less 
comprehensible, according to Armbruster (1984). For example, texts with short, simple 
sentences lack both the connective words and the syntactic richness that give form and 
direction to the ideas in texts of normal complexity. Readability formulas, Cullinan and 
Fitzgerald note (Maxwell and Allen, 1984), encourage vapid, tedious texts. Goodman 
(1985) holds that basal readers lack the motivating qualities of real narratives and can 
frustrate the primary goal of producing students who read for enjoyment and enlighten
ment. 
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The readability of textbooks in content areas is hampered by the phenomenon of 
"mentioning" -that is, publishers feel that materials are marketable only if they include 
all the topics called for in typical school curricula . Hence, the need to "mention" a 
plethora of topics necessitates cluttered and superficial expositions that prompt stu
dents to memorize information rather than engage in critical and analytical thinking 
(Dronca, 1985). Further, studies by M. Graves (1984) reveal that school materials 
rewritten by journalists from Time magazine were far more intelligible than those 
written by either linguists or authors from textbook companies. Textbook publishers 
have also been criticized for bowdlerizing literary works-through changes or 
omissions-without stating in the text that changes have been made (maxwell and 
Allen, 1985) . 

LITERATURE 

Specialists in the teaching of literature such as Darwin Turner have pointed to an 
apparent decline in literary study in the schools (Bryant, et al. 1984). The basic skills 
movement and many proposals for high school reform underplayed the study of 
literature. The idea of literature as an exploration of the human condition has received 
less attention than literature as an extension of reading skills instruction. 

However, recent reform documents have stressed rigor and serious inquiry in school 
curricula, and there is now evidence of renewed interest in literature as part of our 
cultural heritage (Fancher, 1984) . The return to an interest in the content of the 
literature curriculum has repoened old questions and s_haped some new ones as well. 
Debates over the place of young adult literature and an established canon of literary 
works are reappearing (Bernstein, 1984) . High school literature textbooks of the mid-
1980s are leaning towards the classics again, resembling the thick, hardbound standard 
anthologies of the 1950s that emphasized great authors and famous works. Also, new 
variations on core curriculum and humanities approaches are appearing, such as E. D. 
Hirsch's (1985) concept of "cultural literacy:' 

English teachers are also attempting to adapt contemporary literary criticism to their 
classrooms-a difficult task, since so many teachers have been comfortable either with 
historical/biographical criticism or with the close-analysis-of-text advanced in the New 
Criticism. After a brief vogue of myth criticism that reached a peak in the 1960s, 
numerous critical approaches have competed for the attention of scholars and class
room teachers. Structuralism, poststructuralism, deconstructionism, response theory, 
semiotics, Marxist analysis, and feminist criticism are approaches that have made their 
mark in the universities (Cantor, 1985). But apparently a combination of elements
from inertia to common sense to the abstruseness of much contemporary literary 
theory-has discouraged classroom applications. Shuman (1984) has attempted a brief 
and lucid explanation of several modern theories for secondary teachers. Fink (1985) 
has provided a concrete example of classroom deconstructionist analysis of a Shakes
pearean sonnet. 

Although it is too early to sort out the influence of competing theories, two seem to be 
well suited to application in elementary and secondary schools. Reader response theory, 
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especially Rosenblatt's (1978) transactional theory, is based on the psychology of the 
learner and draws upon psycholinguistic and sociolinguistic knowledge. As Cun
ningham and Luk (1985) note, semiotics also provides a frame of reference in which the 
student as learner is accounted for, and the literature curriculum is cast as a sign system 
rich In possibilities for interaction with the reader. 

Finally, political and moral concerns are still highly visible in discussions of school 
lil~rature programs. Speaking of teaching moral values in general, Bennett holds that 
instilling a coherent moral vision is part of the role of public education (Janson, 1986). 
Insofar as students in English programs explore the values and decisions of fictional and 
historical figures, the exercise of moral education seems inherent in literary study 
(DeMott, 1984) . Some have argued that parents have such a stake in the schools' 
treatment of moral values and students' personal opinions that safeguards should be 
established in schools (Schlafly, 1985). Hence, there is now considerable controversy 
over the range of application of the Hatch Amendment to the General Education 
Provisions Act of 1978 (Hogan, 1985). Additionally, censorship questions continue to 
be argued in the courts, with recent cases focusing on works from Twain's Huckleberry 
Finn to Judy Blume's Then Again, Maybe I Won't. 

SPEAKING AND LISTENING 

The "cutting edge" influences on the teaching of speaking and listening continue to be 
rooted in cognitive psychology-notably, the thinking of Piaget, Vygotsky, and Luria . 
Instructional applications are drawn from recent writings in psycholinguistics and 
sociolinguistics (e.g., F. Smith, 1981; Halliday, 1981), with translators like Moffett and 
Wagner (1983) providing the most expansive classroom applications . 

Concern with speaking is focused on two areas-classroom interaction and student 
dialects. Interest in classroom interaction is linked directly with process approaches to 
writing instruction, because student discussion is an important part of both prewriting 
and peer evaluation. Theory, research, and practice of group discussion in the class
room have been a vital part of the literature of language arts education for over a 
decade (e.g., Book and Galvin, 1975). More recently, the case for classroom interaction 
has been strongly linked to multidisciplinary research in cooperative learning (e .g., 
Johnson, et al. , 1984). Additionally, writers like Staton (1983) and Kirby and Kuyken
dall (1985) have now shown practical ways of linking classroom interaction with the 
development of students' thinking skills. 

With regard to the question of student dialects, some clarifications of the effects of 
nonstandard dialect on classroom performance have been made. For example, Farr and 
Daniels (1986) point to research indicating that the influence of spoken nonstandard 
usage on the individual's written expression is less extensive than had been previously 
assumed. Labov, however, notes an increasing distance between certain aspects of 
nonstandard dialect in Black speakers and standard English, despite predictions that 
dialect differences in America would narrow because of the presumed homogenizing 
effects of television, radio, and film (Stevens, 1985). 
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School programs geared towards teaching standard English appear to be gaining 
ground (Hooper, 1985). But the teaching methods in second dialect instruction still 
follow the tried-and-untrue route of formal grammar instruction, according to Rubin 
(1984). Reviewing the literature of oral language instruction and its influence on 
writing, Rubin concludes that classroom practices such as role-switching activities, peer 
questioning, forensic discussion, and other interactive methods hold greatest promise 
for affecting standard English instruction. 

The references below are, in general, "first resort" documents for further information 
on the topics discussed in this article. Further information and extensive searches can be 
obtained through User Services, ERIC Clearinghouse on Reading and Communication 
Skills, 1111 Kenyon Road, Urbana, Illinois 61801. 
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A political literary work has often been defined as "creative literature" which deals 
directly with significant aspects of political life. It also is limited to "creative literature" 
in which those political aspects are essential ingredients of the work. It asserts this 
"creative literature" must have not merely political background material or secondary 
concerns which are political; it must be its primary concern. Yet the best political 
literature is literary first; despite the best efforts of the world's writers, politics must and 
is only the backdrop for all that matters in literature. This paper will examine the 
evolution of political literature in England and America and point to one contemporary 
novel, Going After Cacciato, as it represents the direction of this literature. The paper 
will consider poetry and fiction as genres which best represent this literary type. 

Dryden's political poetry, particularly the most popular, "Absalom and Achitophel;' 
is occasional - the approaching trial of the first Earl of Shaftsbury on a charge of treason 
in November, 1681. But the larger issue is the art of satire - and as Samuel Johnson says 
in his Lives of the Poets, if a poem be considered as "political and controversial it will 
be found to comprise all the excellences of which the subject is susceptible - fine satire 
and invective, the art of ridicule, and the ~rt of argumentative eloquence:' Johnson goes 
on to say Dryden's poem fails in poetic structure. The art of political satire, if it ever 
could, would have reigned in 18th century England (Crane 465). Yet much of it, as 
Johnson continues, falls short. Granted, Johnson was never completely content with 
any literary work. Yet such satire as Dryden's personifying the Duke of Monmouth as 
Absalom and the First Earl of Shaftsbury as Achitophel shows the great strengths of 
such satire. Dryden's "A Poem on the Happy Restoration and Return of His Sacred 
Majesty Charles the Second" or "Astrea Redux," shows how celebration of a monarch's 
reign can match the writer's philosophy: 

"Oh Happy Age! Oh times like those alone, 
By Fate Reserv'd for Great August throne! 
When the joint growth of Arms and Arts foreshadow 
The World a Monarch, and that Monarch Yours" (Crane 52). 

Politics, when it is primary to the work, sacrifices art for politics. Benjamin Disraeli's 
novels are summed up by Anthony Trollope, also a journeyman political novelist: 
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"A feeling of stage properties, a smell of hair-oil, an aspect of buhl, a remembrance of 
Tailors, and that pricking of the Conscience which must be the general accompaniment 
of paste diamonds" (Smith and Parks 605). 

Disraeli, then, is seen as a social novelist of manners by Trollope, quite similiar in 
kind to the political novelist he became. Disraeli's Young England trilogy, Conningsby, 
Sybil, and Tancred, are novels that literally spring out of politics. 

Conningsby, published when Disraeli was already a Tory power in Parliament, was a 
tract for the times and a political manifesto. The Young England trilogy chronicled the 
political adventures of four men from England's great aristocratic families. They 
expressed the Tory political reaction against the industrial revolution, utilitarianism 
and the ideas of the French Revolution; it was fundamentally an ideal conception of 
feudalism. Sidonia, the mentor to the Young England noblemen, is the advisor of kings 
and the maker of governments - in fact, the Prime Minister, Disraeli himself. As the 
ideal, Disraeli portrays the real, sordid, day-to-day intrigues of English Parlimentary 
politics. Rigby is the ultimate "yes" man as a cold-blooded underling of the political 
arena. 

Disraeli describes him as: 

" ... bold, acute ... with no thought but a good deal of desultory information. 
blessed with a vigorous, mendacious fancy. . . .an audacious tongue, a ready and 
unscrupulous pen" (Smith and Parks 618). 

Tadpole and Taper, Rigby's side-kicks, are political twins, crude "yes" men. Disraeli's 
ability to present backstage political scenes and witty political asides show his unique 
talents. We are told: "England is unrivalled for two things, sporting and politics:' 

His trilogy, as well, includes remarkably accurate pictures of politics at the time of 
the first reform bill (Conningsby) and the conditions of the working class during the 
industrial revolution (Sybil). Above all, Disraeli was a politician par excellance who 
could portray realities of his times in novel form (ironically, one of his political acts -
making Queen Victoria Empress of India - inspired another trilogy - The Jewel in the 
Crown). 

Anthony Trollope's political novels, unlike Disraeli's, concentrate on the social 
background of parliament. His novels, Phineas Finn and The Prime Minister, are 
indifferent to political theory. His study of the character of Mr. Kennedy, for example, 
in Phineas Finn, is more important to him than the political tribulations of Phineas 
himself. Ultimately, Trollope is seen as a political novelist to the same extent that he 
could be called a religious novelist in his best-known work - Barchester Towers. He is 
political only to the extent that his main characters are men and women actively 
engaged in politics. Trollope's own political leanings - as a Right Wing Liberal - reflect 
his feelings about novel writing. The novel, he felt, should be what the great majority 
of readers have always wanted it to be: "a picture of common life enlivened by humor 
and sweetened by pathos" (Smith and Parks 620). 
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H.G. Wells as a political novelist took one side-step further from politics than 
Trollope; instead of writing about its social background, he satirized it savagely and 
ideally. Never interested in day-to-day politics or politics as an end in itself, Wells hated 
its system and loathed its people. His The New Machiavelli is an idealistic conception. 
This political novel follows the pattern of the Victoria! sociological novelist - a 
formlessness characterized by the use of plot and character as pegs to rest his political 

Utopia upon. 

In America, The Education of Henry Adams, while not a political tract, defines the 
thinking of the time that influenced political and literary conceptions in three contexts: 
1) man as a force measured by motion, from a fixed point; 2) two kinds of forces 
informing experience - an inner force which makes for unity and an outer force which 
makes for multiplicity; and 3) both forces traced to a common center, in opposition. 
His essays, including "Civil Service Reform" and "The Session," are closely reasoned 
arguments in the economics of literary politics. America, he says, confronted by the 
anarchy of the Reconstruction period, must direct itself to the centralization of author
ity, planned economic devlopment, and conservative fiscal policy. He suggests a 
political-literary pragmatism which centers upon the literature of political idea - away 

from the literature of art. 

Dos Passos' U.S.A . continues America's political-literary arena from the promise of 
the "American Century" in 1900 to the "Crash" of 1929. His structural techniques - the 
"Newsreel" (a running account of actual events), the "Biographies" (a record of special 
personalities from Debs to Insull), the "Novels" (a record of the ordinary citizens), and 
the "Camera Eye" (the record of the novelist's shifting emotions of the passing national 

scene). 
But America's best political literature rests with its founders - Jefferson's Notes on 

Virginia (1784), Hamilton's Federalist Papers, Adams' Letters, and Madison's Letters. 

Notes on Virginia is a series of informal essays that range over disputed questions in 
philosophy, science, politics, and morals. He shows awareness, among other political 
isues, of the need for an informal, alert citizenry participating actively in government to 
combat entrenching evil men in public positions. Hamilton's Federalist Papers reveals 
his lack of confidence in the people, who he felt were by and large susceptible to the 
flatterers and manipulations of natural politicians. John Adams, by contrast, felt the 
main task of republican government to be the prevention of excessive power in the 
hands of any one group. He put his trust in first rate statesmanlike leaders who could 
possess wisdom to formulate just laws, and the discipline to abide by them. James 
Madison, further, felt that factions of special interest groups were a political fact, 
growing out of society's fundamental conflict between the wealthy and the poor. The 
advantage, then, of modern republicanism, over other governments, was to prevent 
factions from ruling the state, and from usurping the rights of the minorities. He wrote 

Jefferson: 

"Where the real power in the government lies, there is the danger of oppression. In 
our Governments the real power lies in the majority of the community. The invasion of 
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private rights is chiefly to be apprehended from acts in which the Government is the 
mere instrument of the major number of its constituents" (Foerster 219). 

Or in contemporary literature, Robert Penn Warren's All the King's Men reveals a 
literary political novel that focuses on character and theme and most especially point of 
view to fuse political history with art. Willie Stark's story is secondary to the first 
person narrator, Jack Burden, and the southern setting, Burden's Landing. We know 
Penn Warren first wrote a novel - a novel - and while political literature must have the 
political arena as its centerpoint, to be a novel it must have the ingredients of a work of 
art. If we went back further to Swift's Guilliver's Travels, we would discover Swift's 
political conceptualization of eighteenth-century English politics as important but 
secondary to his discovery of mankind's nature. Or if we whirl back to the twentieth 
century, even such a minor poem as Alan Ginsberg's Howl is clearly a political 
statement on America - its crushing military-industrial complex, the hippie-yippie 

alternative, and the generation leading toward anti-war demonstrations. A good exam
ple of political-military writing emerges, and is still emerging, about the Vietnam war. 
Tim O'Brien's National Book Award winning novel, Going After Cacciato, is both about 
and not about the political consequences of our involvement in Vietnam. First it is art -
and by virtue of that label, employs South American-influenced "magic realism" to 
show that Cacciato's journey from Vietnam to Paris is a dream of the anguished 
Vietnam foot soldier on guard duty, trying to vaporize himself back home. By contrast, 
again, Michael Harrington's Dispatches, a nonfiction account, or even Tim O'Brien's If 
I Die in the Combat Zone, takes its base argument from the people involved in 
Vietnam, not the political issue itself. Its particular skill is the portrayal of human 
response, not political intrigue, even though, as nonfiction, it takes the job of Jefferson 
to "tell the truth," not the truth of fictions. It is a working out, as well, of Henry Adams' 
political constructs. Man in southeast Asia rests at a fixed point. Two varieties of forces 
are a part of his experience - the inner drive for escape and the outer force of the 
unmanageable, multiple war. Both forces result in a common center - confrontation and 
escape. By literary skill, it alerts man to combat the evils of a government involved in 
war by substituting the pitiful reality of warfare with a trip to Paris . It, as Hamilton 
suggests, artfully dodges those who feel the war as political necessity. It distributes 
power from leader to follower who in turn leads - Cacciato. And it asserts the rights of 
minorities - Madison's credo - in order to make the inhumane humane. 

Political literature, then, is a mixture of writing in which political backgrounds, 
concerns, and themes are primary contexts of the work. The most skillful so-called 
"creative" political literature is best represented when it is forced to stress character and 
theme over a specifically political background. We have a contemporary novel - Going 
After Cacciato - as an example of how magical the literature of politics can and must be 
to represent a fusion of art and idea. And we have Robert Penn Warren's All the King's 
Men and John Dos Passos' U.S.A. as variations on that necessity. The others mentioned 
- Swift, Dryden, Trollope, Wells - and the theorists - America's founders - reveal the 
complex intermixture of art and idea that makes great political literature possible. 
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Announcements 

1. Minnesota English Journal Awards for Best Articles. Two cash prizes of $75.00 each 
will be awarded for the two best articles of 1987-88. These awards will be presented 
at the annual spring conference. Authors should follow the standard Minnesota 
English Journal submission rules. All articles published in ME/ will be considered 
eligible, although the publications board reserves the right not to grant an award if, 
in its judgement, none of the published articles meet the Publication Board's criteria 
or its standard of excellence. 

2. Call for Reviewers. HELP! The Minnesota English Journal needs book reviewers. If 
you wish to review one or more books for us, please contact Richard Dillman, 
Editor, Minnesota English Journal, English Department, St. Cloud State University, 
St. Cloud, MN 56301, (612) 255-3188. We would like to receive letters of inquiry 
with proposals for potential reviews. 

3. Literacy Conference. The Right to Literacy, a conference sponsored by the MLA, 
Ohio State University, and the Federation of State Humanities Councils, will take 
place in Columbus, Ohio, on 16-18 September 1988. Members of the teaching 
profession at all levels, as well as others interested in the literacy movement, are 
encouraged to attend, or to propose individual papers or entire sessions devoted to 
one of the following areas of concern: 

The Users of Literacy-explorations of the relations between literacy and 
thinking, literacy and citizenship, and literacy and culture. 

Literacy and Its Enemies, Illiteracy and Its Friends-explorations of the 
ways that social forces and institutions affect literacy, with particular 
attention to the resistance that obstructs, or the "support" that trivializes, 
the pursuit of full literacy. 

Becoming Literate Today-exploration of how children and adults learn to 
read and write in their native tongues or in second languages. 

Struggles for Literacy Today-explorations of attempts to achieve literacy 
in different historical periods and different cultures. 

The deadline for submitting proposals is 15 January 1988. Anyone should request a 
proposal form from Robert D. Denham, MLA, 10 Astor Place, New York, NY 
10003. 
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Summer Session 1988 

GRADUATE COURSES SCHEDULE 

DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH 
St. Cloud State University 

St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301 

FIRST SESSION - June 13 - July 15, 1988 

ENGLISH 436-536 AMERICAN ENGLISH 
Section 1 Wayne Tosh 9:35-10:55 Riverview 2 3 Credits 

ENGLISH 438-538 MISSISSIPPI RIVER CREATIVE WRITING WORKSHOP IN 
POETRY AND FICTION (June 12 to 23 only) 

Section 1 Bill Meissner 12:00-4:30 Riverview 218 3 Credits 

ENGLISH 675 SEMINAR: RENAISSANCE LITERATURE 
Section 1 Jack Hibbard 9:35-11:30 ECC-128 4 Credits 

SECOND SESSION - July 18 - August 18, 1988 

ENGLISH 448-548 SEMINAR: AMERICAN SHORT STORY 
Section 1 Richard Dillman 11:40-1:35 Performing Arts 101 4 Credits 

ENGLISH 458-558 TOPICS IN TEACHING COMPOSITION: NEW THEORIES 
AND PRACTICES 

Section 1 Donna Gorrell 9:35-10:55 Riverview 2 3 Credits 

NOTE: All classes meet Monday through Thursday 

PAID ADVERTISEMENT 
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